PROFILES IN EXCELLENCE 2016
Your Image Just Got Better:
NEW iTOM-CAT Scanning System
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ComfortFit Labs, along with its technology partner TOMCAT Solutions, is now offering the biggest breakthrough in
foot and ankle scanning technology to date. This is not just
third party hardware and software; it is a “full solution” that
has integrated all hardware and software into a single, easyto-use, full-function scanning system. This new iTOM-CAT is
an iPad Air 2-based system and uses the same on-screen custom ComfortFit prescription form with no need to separately
e-mail any forms. This new system incorporates the same user-friendly functionality as the original Tom-Cat scanning system in regard to one-button order processing and handling.
With the push of a button all of the data is sent to our lab in
just seconds and the orthotic fabrication process begins.
The image of the feet using the iTOM-CAT is quick
and easy. The system uses a structured sensor to capture

This new iTOM-CAT is an iPad Air 2-based
system and uses the same on-screen
custom ComfortFit prescription form with
no need to separately e-mail any forms.
a 3-D image that has an accuracy of 0.2 mm and that
is much more accurate than most competitive in-office
scanning systems. These features combined with ComfortFit Labs’ extensive product line, flat rate pricing (that
includes all in and outbound freight) and our 16 years of
quality craftsmanship will guarantee a final product that
will meet or exceed your expectations.
Other benefits of using ComfortFit Labs iTOM-CAT system:
• Free annual application license fee (average 12 orders/month)
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iTOM-CAT

• Free iPad Air 2 plug-in Sensor (average 12 orders/month)
• Uses standard Apple iPad Air 2—use your own or
buy it from us
• FULL technical and administrative support—make
only one call for help

ComfortFit is now celebrating their
17th anniversary and is still
America’s fastest-growing orthotic lab.
• Faster turnaround times, faster in-office casting (no
mess, no casting materials to buy, no shipping)
• Reduced paper flow and improved in-office patient
tracking and history
• Easy start-up with free system calibration (one time
requirement for optimal system accuracy)
• HIPAA-compliant Software
• Lifetime cast storage
• No hidden fees
No matter what method of casting you are the most
comfortable with, our experienced technicians will create
a precise positive cast and fabricate the exact orthotic
that you prescribe for your patient. We will guarantee
that! We continue to also work with plaster, foam, STS fiberglass and we can custom-copy an old pair of orthotics.
ComfortFit Labs is proud to be a TOM-CAT partner
and provide podiatry with this new fast, accurate, reliable, portable, clean and simple-to-use technology. If you
would like additional information please contact our office
and ask for Tom Calagna (888.523.1600) or Howie Schorr
(888.362.2021).
ComfortFit Labs, Inc. is now celebrating their 17th anniversary and is still America’s fastest-growing orthotic lab.
Visit www.comfortfitlabs.com, email comfortfitlabs@
aol.com, or click here.
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